INTRODUCTION

Studies on perceived quality of environments, especially urban environments, look for ways of establishing harmonious relationship between people and the world outside. Disorientation is one of the problems destroying this harmony. A solution for preventing disorientation is achieving a distinctive and legible environment which not only offers security but also heightens the potential depth and intensity of human experience. As Lynch (1960) puts it, although life is far from impossible in the visual chaos of the modern city, the same daily action could take a new meaning if carried out in a more vivid setting.

As a result of rapid urbanization caused by uncontrolled population, random and unplanned formations far from aesthetic decisions are constructed and this constitutes one of the biggest problems of our country. In recent years, urban renewal projects are used to solve this problem by rehabilitating economical, social, physical and environmental conditions. Since even the smallest intervention to the city has its effects on the city life, it is important that urban renewal projects should be considered from multiple perspectives. From this point of view, specific qualities of planning should be carefully evaluated. These qualities can be both physical and social and also need to be analyzed in a different study area which includes motion perception. Nowadays, city dwellers perceive and interpret the city in motion along the transportation routes as a result of intensive infrastructure. In this context, in the planning of landmark areas of a city silhouette, a comprehensive silhouette analysis should also be included in addition to plans, sections, facades and photos taken in certain view points. This brings up the question of ‘Whether it is enough to evaluate a landmark which is effective in the city silhouette from a single view point?’

Aferi and Triantafillou (2005) state that the way of seeing an urban environment in different means of the movement (walking, cycling,
driving, etc.) offer an opportunity to capture the uniqueness of places by depicting the elements of urban form, such as edge, node and landmarks. In random urban routes, environment provides a lot of visual cues for the observer but if we think about the whole visibility opportunities of a landmark from various directions, what happens? This may raise a few more questions:

- What kind of a sequential visual data set, can be obtained about a landmark as an important component of the city silhouette, while approaching or moving away from it?
- Are there any specific points in these serial visions (sequential visual data set) at which the landmark is most clearly visible?

The serial (sequential) vision mentioned in this study reflects the possible visual experience of passersby and was captured by sequential photo images while approaching or moving away from Hagia Sophia (as its Turkish name Ayasofya) along the existing roads. From this point of view, the present paper is a serial vision analysis of Hagia Sophia church (used as a museum at present) which is situated at a strategic position on the coastline of Trabzon, and is an important landmark in the city silhouette, perceived along different routes. As being a visual analysis, serial vision analysis aims to obtain the most visible single point or interval of points of the landmark from the selected serial visions. Hagia Sophia which sustains an original and rich value in the identity of Trabzon city was in a rural area in the past, whereas today it is surrounded by intensely used transportation and pedestrian axes. Irregular urbanization and new transport networks which have recently surrounded the church’s close environment cause both a deformation in the city silhouette and a negative effect in the perception of the landmark. As a solution produced to enhance this landmark, visibility of the church from a perspective in motion should be taken into account. This paper calls importance for this kind of future planning attempts, since it aims at determining the most visible single, or interval of points for Hagia Sophia, and at providing important data for planning decisions for renewal projects regarding the Hagia Sophia.

**URBAN EXPERIENCE AS A SEQUENTIAL PROCESS**

For a city experienced by a moving observer, the cumulative effect of a sequence of views will be critical (Cullen, 1961; Lynch, 1971). Lynch defines ‘imageability’ of an object by a quality which has a strong evocative mental image in any given observer. Thus, perceiving an environment also means creating a visual hypothesis and building an organized mental image (Lynch, 1960, 1971).

Visual aspects of the urban environment carry a prominent position for its inhabitants in visualization, conceptualization, and eventually perception a city. In her study about making sense of the knowledge base necessary to practice urban design, Moudon (2007) classifies the studies which focus on the perception of urban environment in two groups: picturesque studies and image studies. Referring to Cullen’s work, Moudon defines picturesque study as a professional observers’ trail in order to identify and describe both verbally and graphically what they think are ‘good’ environments. In contrast to the picturesque tradition, he distinguishes between the picturesque tradition and image studies since the latter is intrinsically emic and subject-oriented as they are people’s image of environments.
Kinaesthetic experience of moving through space is an important part of visual dimension of urban environments. In kinaesthetic motion, there is an experience of self movement and an experience of the external world at the same time. Gibson explains this period as the vision which obtains information about both the environment and the self. The motion in the world is related with a local change in the perspective structure while the locomotion of the self is a global change of the perspective structure of the ambient optic array (Gibson, 1986).

Serial vision is a kind of sequential view analysis of the kinaesthetic experience in urban environments. The observer locates moving objects and spaces in a total structure, orienting himself with regard to the world around him. After an extended period of time, identifiable objects, motions, spaces, oriented structures, and meaning of the environment are organized at an even higher level as complex sequential views (Appleyard, Lynch and Myer, 1966).

The most important study about urban sequential view analysis is Cullen’s townscape approach, focusing on the visual qualities and aesthetic experience of urban spaces which is a more personal and expressive response to urban environments and places (Carmona, Heath, Oc and Tiesdell, 2003). Cullen named the sequence of views seen during the experience in moving through towns as “serial vision” and tried to define each view (Cullen, 1961). The main aim in shaping the sequential form of urban views is to preserve continuity while developing embellishment and contrasting the material. Although linear structures such as roads have their own continuity, this must be supported by succession of space, motion, orientation, and meaning which seem to be parts of a connected whole (Appleyard, Lynch and Myer, 1966).

On the other hand, public perceptions of townscapes developed by Lynch encompass issues of perception and sense of place. For Alexander, a city which allows for a rich diversity of cross connections between activities and places provides the designer with a usable but not predetermined series of relationships between activities and spaces (Carmona, Heath, Oc and Tiesdell, 2003). Lynch (1960) defines this as an environmental image which can be analyzed into three components: identity, structure and meaning. Therefore, according to him the environment is visibly organized and sharply identified, and then the citizens can inform it with its own meanings and connections.

LANDMARK PERCEPTION STUDIES

In recent years, visual perspectives of vehicle drivers, road traffic and pedestrians, and the role of landmarks in way finding and navigation studies are the most important two topics appearing as central concerns of urban studies related with visual experience of cities. The former group contains studies about aesthetic experience of road traffic, from the point of view of people both inside motor vehicles as drivers and passengers, and outside vehicles as pedestrian and cyclists (Zacharias, 2001; Taylor, 2003; Froment and Damon, 2006; Merriman, 2006; Foltête and Prombini, 2007; Robertson, 2007; Nikolov, 2008); the evaluation of city panoramas, street scenes and picturesque views of urban places (Çevik, 1991; Kalın, 2004; Cooper and Oskrochi, 2008; Jansson and Lagerkvist, 2009; Bernasconi, Straper, Maskey and Hasenmyer, 2009). The latter group has a number of studies investigating the nature of landmark from various points of view such as the knowledge creating extensive spatial ability in way finding...
Spatial knowledge is said to be necessary to build a complete mental representation of an environment and visual landmarks are the most remembered, thus the most descriptive elements of this representation (Roger, Bonnardel and Bigot, 2009). This means that the salience of landmark in some sense (visually, auditory, olfactory, or semantic) (Caduff and Timpf, 2008) is accepted as the most important element for the visual image of the city (Lynch, 1960; Cullen, 1961) and the navigation of its inhabitants.

Klippel and Winter define the structural salience of landmarks along routes in two steps; formalization of salience of objects, and conceptualization of their way-finding actions. It is true for formalization process but not enough as the salience or saliency denotes relatively distinct, prominent or obvious features compared to other features. The complexity of spatial layout in an urban landscape causes the most general requirement of landmark that it must be in contrast with the environment in order to have perceptual distinction (Klippel and Winter, 2005).

Despite the vast number of studies, few attempts have been made to define the visibility of a landmark by sequential view process while approaching it. This paper attempts to define the continuous sequential view sets captured from different approaching routes and most visible single or interval of points as a visibility analysis methodology of a landmark.

**METHOD**

Various visual analysis methodologies have been proposed for urban landmarks as defining fractal dimensions of street vistas in order to assess levels of visual variety in everyday street scenes (Cooper and Oskrochi, 2008); fractal dimensions of landscape silhouette outlines (Hagerhall, Purcell and Taylor, 2004); path selection choices made in a virtual environment visualizing the information provided by movement in the environment (Bishop, 2001); an isovist, or the subset of points in space that are visible from a particular vantage point (viewshed approach) (Sander and Manson, 2007); segmentation by using color range (Murrieta, Parra and Devy, 2002); dynamic segmentation of the dataset based on natural urban subdivision (Silion, Drettakis and Bodelet, 1997; Caduff and Timpf, 2008); region detection and segmentation of a scene (You and Chien, 2008).

In order to normally process a scene, viewers needed to see the scene for at least 150 ms (millisecond: $10^{-3}$) during each eye fixation (understanding the meaning of the scene, identifying the object being looked at, and locating potential places to look at) but it takes longer than 50 ms to encode the general meaning of the scene (Rayner, Smith, Malcolm and Handerson, 2009). This is important especially in the real-time visualization based scene capturing methodologies in choosing the sample views. Besides the photographic survey based scene capturing studies (Froment and Damon, 2006; Bernasconi, Strager, Maskey and Hasenmyer, 2009) there is another group of studies using more complicated technologies as listed below:
- scanned scenes with multiple cameras or a fish-eye camera on a moving vehicle, which generates a real scene achieve along streets (Zheng, Zhou and Mili, 2006);
- pace-the-scene movie, which is a video-based scene reproduction method for natural scenery (Kamei and Seo, 2003);
- real time visualization of urban scenes having huge complexity of the geometrical data and widely varying visibility conditions (Silion, Drettakis and Bodelet, 1997);
- urban scenery modeling based on analysis of moving images taken from a running vehicle (Parsons et al., 1998; Notomi, Ozawa and Zen, 2000).

As the present study examines the sequential scenes of a landmark from different approaching routes by extracting the silhouette of landmark and segmenting the visibly different regions of the scene, the photographic survey based scene capturing methodology is used to analyze the visibility. Kostiainen (2006) defines the ideal segment division, for the purpose of scene analysis, as separating the different objects from the scene. The approach depends on choosing the uniform regions and edges supposed to be the most suitable for the present study as it is a restricted application, where the quality criteria are easy to define and weight.

SELECTED AREA

Today, the important landmarks for cities reflect traces of the rapid functional and structural alteration process that the cities undergo can be seen on landmarks which are important for a city. By this point of view, Hagia Sophia in Trabzon city and its environment was selected as the study area since it has also undergone a process of change due to excessive extension of settlement structure, filling of the sea and the construction of coastal highways for vehicles.

Trabzon was founded as a colony in the seventh century B.C. and was ruled by Persians, Greeks, Romans, and Ottomans in its history. It was the capital of the Empire of Trebizond from 1204 to 1461 (Uspensky, 2003). Being one of the oldest and biggest cities on the Blacksea coast, Trabzon lies in the northeast of Turkey. The city is surrounded by Rize in the east, by Giresun in the west, by Gümüşhane in the South and by Black Sea in the North. Due to its topography with mountainous structure, it has a coastline elevating

![Figure 1. Google earth images of research area.](image)
inwards right away from the coast and has a linear urban structure along its coastline (Figure 1).

Originally called Hagia Sophia, the Ayasofya museum as called and used by the inhabitants of Trabzon, is the one of the most important building of the late Byzantine period. Though the actual date of founding is still
obscure, according to some researchers the main church (probably the monastery) is believed to be founded by Manuel I the Great Comnenos (1238-1263) or his immediate successors (Balance, 1960; Rice, 1968; Bryer, Winfield, 1985). In her detailed research on the architecture of Hagia Sophia, Ballence (1968) mentions it as a monastery church and gives brief information about details of the architecture.

“...the church is basically a cross-in-square with a single central dome on a high drum; three eastern apses, of which the side ones are rounded externally and the central one five-sided; a western nartex of the same width as the church and with a chapel over; and three great barrel-valuted porches, on north, south and west” (Figure 2).

Other useful information about buildings accompanying the church is mentioned in Bryer and Winfield’s (1985) work:

“...a smaller church, triple-apsed with four columns, standing less than 4m less than northern porch of the main church and incorporating an empty grave; a tower standing 22m west of the main church; and remain of monastic buildings within a walled enclosure of about 90x50m.” (Figure 3).

Besides many changes of use – mosque, military storage, cholera hospital, mosque again and museum now- in its history (Rice, 1968), Hagia Sophia has always carried an important role as a powerful landmark for Trabzon because of its visual effect in the city silhouette (Figure 4). It stands 4 km
west of Trabzon’s city center surrounded by a small garden on a hilltop elevating from the seashore.

The reasons for the selection of this region as the topic of research is the importance of Hagia Sophia as a city landmark and the need for researching how such an important urban landmark is perceived in motion.

PROCEDURE

This paper examines what kind of sequential view series the Hagia Sophia, which is a historical landmark of Trabzon, determines along the transportation and accessibility axes and where the most dominant visibility points and intervals in this series are. In this context, 4 different road axes demonstrating different perception levels such as ascending or descending motion routes along horizontal and vertical directions through Hagia Sophia were determined as routes for analysis.

1) Old coastal road constructed in the 1960s,
2) New coastal highway completed in 2007,
3) The viaduct as a part of this highway,
4) The Hagia Sophia slope extending from the old coastal road to the Hagia Sophia entrance.

Considering that a road axis offers two opposite approaching opportunities to a focal point such as a landmark, in order to analyze each walking movement offering sequential views on that route should be addressed.
from two opposite directions (two-way). In this context, the following walking directions along the road axes chosen for the visual analysis were determined as the axes to capture photos (Figure 5).

- Axes #1 and #2 along old coastal road moving in the east-west/west-east directions respectively,
- Axes #3 and #4 along the secondary road from the old coastal road to the entrance of Hagia Sophia moving in the north-south/south-north directions respectively,
- Axis #5 along new coastal highway moving in the west-east direction (the opposite direction was not handled since the sight does not change),
- Axes #6 and #7 along the highway on the viaduct which is a part of the new coastal highway moving in the east-west/west-east directions respectively.

Then sequential view frames were captured along the determined routes. The shoots were initiated from the point Hagia Sophia entered the view and continued until it disappeared with intervals of approximately 20 meters. Along these walking routes, a total of 138 photographs were taken on a partly cloudy day by using a Canon A-700 digital camera.

Since the shooting interval was relatively short and some captures were nearly identical, the number of photos was reduced in order to achieve the best flow of the serial vision. In this context, the captures in all directions were reduced in a way not to break the continuity so as to remove similar photos having little differences and to reveal the change clearly. Therefore, the number of photos was reduced from 26 to 15 in the first direction, from 24 to 18 in the second, from 18 to 14 in the third, from 10 to 9 in the fourth, from 13 to 10 in the fifth, from 29 to 14 in the sixth and from 18 to 12 in the seventh.

Figure 5. Pedestrian Routes.
EXTRACTION AND SEGMENTATION OF SCENES

In the next stage, sequential view analysis cards were prepared in order to define the visibility of Hagia Sophia in the obtained photo sequences. The sequential view frames in these cards were abstracted by applying the ‘distracting the outline silhouette’ and ‘segmentation’ (Kostiainen, 2006) methods to the photos and sequential view sets expressed with graphical representation were prepared (Figure 6).

In order to make possible the correct interpretation of the constant differentiation, rhythm, visual unity and the visibility of the church, it is necessary to convert series of photos into abstract expressions. Therefore, the visual image sets have been constructed in a way to include in principle a linear visual image produced with segmentation method, the photo taken, a point showing from where the photo was taken and the route of the movement. The points and intervals from which the visibility of the Hagia Sophia is highest, have been highlighted with a red frame in the segmented visual analysis view series. Finally, the characteristics defined by the visual series produced have been given in the findings section.

RESULTS

Findings about eight routes on four road axes were divided into four main groups according to horizontal and vertical distances to Hagia Sophia and given in related tables:

**Group A close distance**, the motions Number 1 and 2, in the direction of the motion along the old coastal road (Figure 7, 8):

- The first motion route of Group A is determined as a short approaching distance from a close distance from the point where the landmark enters the view since the urbanization along the road obstructs the visibility of Hagia Sophia.
- Both the intense vegetation and the urbanization structure conceal the visibility of Hagia Sophia at most parts of the route, thus causing a silhouette effect in which the landmark has partially effective visibility at certain points. Moreover, the existence of elements leading to visual chaos such as the electric poles, billboards and traffic signs are the other factors playing a part in the destruction of the silhouette effect.
- As the approaching distance decreases, firstly the tower of Hagia Sophia enters the view as an effective element. While approaching, point of view broadens and the structure presents a strong visibility as a whole. Despite the route which has such a closeness that may create a continuous silhouette effect, the entire structure disappears from the view in some frames and it is sometimes enclosed by the buildings and the vegetation because of the curving road. For this
Figure 7. Axis #1 of Group A.
reason, although the visibility levels defined by the sequential view frames increase with the decrease of approaching distance, they can not form a continuity. In this context, the 10th, 5th, 8th, 12th, 13th and 15th frames were determined as the points defining the visibility of the landmark.

- In the second motion route of group A, because of the linear structure of the road, the tower of Hagia Sophia is visible from a further approaching distance compared to the first motion route. Along the motion route starting from this point towards Hagia Sophia, the landmark determines a focus primarily with its tower which is constantly growing in silhouette with the entire structure in the last frames of the sequence.

- Along the approaching motion, the vegetation, the structural elements and the relative locations of Hagia Sophia define various degrees of visibility. In the sequential views in which a far and
Figure 8. Axis #2 of Group A.
Figure 8. Axis #2 of Group A continued.
slightly changing silhouette effect is dominant, the landmark has the most effective visibility as a whole in the 13th, 14th and 15th frames. Besides in the 10th, 11th and 12th frames the tower defines a visibility level of effectiveness.

- The linear structure of the road and scale and organization of the buildings in a way not obscuring the visibility of the landmark along this direction define a sequential silhouette effect and this causes the images in which the landmark is effectively visible from a continuous interval.

- **Group B close distance ascending and descending**, the motions Number 3 and 4, along the secondary road (Table 3, 4),

- The first movement route of Group B is determined on a route by ascending from a low elevation to a higher one on a curved road and finally reaching the entrance of the landmark.

- Throughout the approaching motion, since the starting point is too close to the landmark and there’s a high level of elevation difference between the landmark and the starting point, the sequential view series emerge as individual frames rather than defining a continuous silhouette effect.

- Due to the slope of the road, the elevation of the landmark being much higher than the elevation of the road combined with the intense urbanization on the banks of the road, the visibility of Hagia Sophia is concealed completely and only occasionally the visibility of individual frame vistas were made possible. Moreover, the narrowness of the road along this route, the high blocks of buildings on the sides of the road and the intense vegetation happen to be the other factors concealing the visibility of Hagia Sophia.

- Along this route, the 9th image frame comes forward as the point at which Hagia Sophia has the most powerful visibility level as a whole (due to lower elevation of the point of photo and its point of view, the tower is not visible in this whole). Furthermore, the 6th, 8th, 13th and 14th frames were defined as the other points where the landmark has higher visibility.

- The first movement route of Group B is determined on a route by descending from a high elevation to a lower one on a curved road defining a movement starting from the entrance of the landmark and moving away. The sequential view series of this route has fewer numbers of photos than others because the landmark disappears from the scene after a short motion route.

- While the first motion route of this group defines more scenes as having the effective visibility, this route defines a short interval as the effective scenes. When these view series were examined, it is observed that the factors such as unorganized urbanization, dense vegetation and electric poles cause to decrease the visibility degree by increasing complexity.

- Within the sequential view series along this route, the 6th image frame was defined as the most visible point of Hagia Sophia. Furthermore, the 4th, 5th and 7th frames were determined as other points where the landmark has higher visibility.
Figure 9. Axis #3 of Group B.
- **Group C far distance**, the motion 5 along the new constructed coastal highway (Table 5),

- The motion route of group C was chosen to be parallel to the second motion route of group A but from a further distance to Hagia Sophia than the route A. Capturing the sequential view frames from a distance where the detail effects of the structure can not be distinguished led to the emergence of a continuous silhouette effect. Again in this silhouette effect, the distance caused Hagia Sophia to be perceived as whole and by creating minimum differences in the view, thus defining identical views.

- Another positive effect the distance added to silhouette effect is increasing the depth and in this context determining how the landmark stands out by creating a contrast between the vegetation texture around Hagia Sophia and the urban structure. In this context, the sequential views determined along the motion route of group C being at a further distance than the locations A and B maximized the power of visibility therefore the visibility of the landmark in terms of silhouette.

- The first five frames of this sequential view series creating a continuous silhouette effect were determined as the interval in which the visibility of Hagia Sophia is most effective.
Figure 10. Axis #4 of Group B.
Figure 11. Axis #5 of Group C.
- **Group D far distance ascending and descending**, the motions Number 6 and 7, along the viaduct which is a part of the new coastal highway (Table 6, 7).

The motion route of group D was chosen to be on the same motion route of group C, and on a viaduct in the same direction, from a lower elevation to a higher one. The distance of the route to the landmark defines a continuous silhouette view for this sequential view series as in group C.

The long horizontal distance between Hagia Sophia and the motion route eliminates the visual effect created by the quite higher elevation of Hagia Sophia compared to the elevation of the road as in other similar routes. In fact the visibility of Hagia Sophia increases along the viaduct by ascending from a lower elevation to a higher one. Although the intensity of vegetation along the approaching route occasionally interrupts this visibility effect, the continuous silhouette effect is perceived strongly.

The frames in the sequential view series in which the visibility of Hagia Sophia are effective are determined as a long interval. In the images starting from the 3rd frame until the 11th, Hagia Sophia has a more effective visibility compared with other images.

The motion route of group D was chosen to be on a line, starting from the high elevation of the viaduct and reaching out to the ground elevation joining with the main road. Continuous silhouette view defined by similar routes is also valid for this sequential view series. The visibility interval of Hagia Sophia in this group is longer and more effective compared to all other groups due to the openness provided by the point of view opposite to the first motion route of the same group.

Although the long horizontal distance between Hagia Sophia and the motion route change the level of visual effect related with Hagia Sophia being at a higher elevation compared to the road routes as if they’re all at the same elevation, the image frames captured from the elevation of the viaduct cause Hagia Sophia to be perceived deeper with the depth effect they provide. In this context, vegetation around Hagia Sophia forms a gradual effect between the landmark and the urban building texture with its background effect.

This sequential view series also define the views in which the visibility of Hagia Sophia is effective as a long interval. In all images except the 10th and 12th frames, Hagia Sophia is perceived as most effectively visible as a whole.

At the final stage of the findings, the data related with all routes were evaluated together and the points and intervals at which the visibility of Hagia Sophia is most effective on each motion route were shown on the site plan (Figure 6).

**DISCUSSION**

Urban environments generating a set of visual inputs of varying complexity defined by different levels of visual orders need to be structured as a satisfactory combination of orientation and variety (Lozano, 1998). Lynch (1960) identifies the perceptible elements that will provide the
Figure 12. Axis #6 of Group D.
legibility of the city in this combination as landmarks in his referential study in this field. The presumption that the fields with high perceptibility and aesthetic quality among urban views have more inclination to become points of emphasis (Heath, 1992) also demonstrates a need for emphasizing the visual experience dimension of those points with effective analyses. In this context, this paper explores how Hagia Sophia showing a landmark property in terms of its urban location, structural difference and meaning value is perceived visually from different approaching directions and points at which the spatial perceptibility in this visual perception defines effective points and intervals. When the data obtained is examined, the following results were found related with the visibility and perception level of Hagia Sophia;

- Hagia Sophia is located on an intercity axis and at a location harmonizing with the sea. With its connections to motorways and powerful border effect, it is highly perceivable. In this context it has an imageability/legibility level defined by all urban landmarks. The perception levels defined as points or intervals along different approaching routes are in agreement with the findings of a number of studies which define imageability/legibility with different variables. Some studies define imageability/legibility as depth in the context of change of ground surface texture (Ulrich 1998; Nasar, 1998, 1998b; Kalın, 2004; Caduff and Timpf, 2008); some as a focal
Figure 13. Axis #7 of Group D.
point, a mystery element or novelty provided by complexity (Cohen and Wapner, 1976; Ulrich, 1983; Kaplan, 1992; Kalın, 2004; Öde et al., 2009); whereas some works relate it with spaciousness (Herzog and Flynn-Smith, 2001; Tveit et al., 2006).

- Pedestrian motions from the main roads parallel to the sea along the old coastal road and new coastal highway define a linear axis and demonstrate differences in terms of visibility of the landmark and visual quality regarding only the elevation, approaching and distancing. As going away from Hagia Sophia, panoramic views substitute detail views, a continuous silhouette effect is created and the depth effect provided by the urbanization in the background of landmark increases with the elevation. This revealed in the analyses that by going away and ascending, the effective view interval increases. Also showing that dominant landmark points in an urban
panorama are more clearly perceived as they are distinguished from their environment (Klippel and Winter, 2005; Caduff and Timpf, 2008). Besides differentiation in shape, the vegetation in the background increases the depth effect in the view and strengthens the visibility of Hagia Sophia. The vegetation texture which has many functions such as revealing and defining the location, and providing continuity in the silhouette by linking the artificial with natural is perceived chaotic in the movements made in close range of the landmark whereas by going away from the landmark and especially by ascending it is perceived stronger because of its continuity. A number of studies (Ulrich, 1986; Bechtel et al., 1987; Misgrav, 2000; Özbilen and Kalin, 2001; Ode et al., 2009) support the finding that the vegetation in urban views is depicted as visually effective, supportive of the meaning dimension of the area, and aesthetic as perceived by the viewer.

- In the secondary roads, the concavity and the convexity of the road is felt weakly because of intense urbanization, the differences and wide perspectives that could be created by changing directions are obstructed by distorted urbanization and this may cause Hagia Sophia to disappear from the view occasionally. This condition which prevents a continuous silhouette effect, also causes the reappearance of Hagia Sophia at unexpected points leading to surprise and mystery and thus defining an important visual quality. So that in order to obtain a positive dimension of complexity such as mystery, dense urbanization and vegetation should be decreased. Meeting the variety and surprise needs of the observer by emerging at unexpected moments is discussed in the literature on environmental preference and evaluation studies in regards to the positive dimension of complexity creating variety and mystery defined by the distorted vistas or the curves of the road and a curiosity about what will be seen next (Cullen, 1961; Lynch, 1960, 1971; Ulrich, 1983; Çevik, 1991; Lozano, 1998; Kalin, 2004).

In this study, the urban views are analyzed as sequential photos by using traditional methods. Using more complicated visualization techniques and technologies (Silion, Drettakis and Bodelet, 1997; Parsons et al., 1998; Notomi, Ozawa and Zen, 2000; Kamei and Seo, 2003; Zheng, Zhou and Mili, 2006) is thought to provide more extensive data and more detailed evaluation opportunity of the visual images. This paper recommends the photograph processing technique as a method of analysis in order to convey the fact that the visual perception of the individual diminishes with distance.

CONCLUSION

The study delineates that, the evaluation of sequential views in terms of visibility and visual quality and the perception in motion of Hagia Sophia, as an important part of urban identity with its effect on the silhouette as well as its distinctive physical semantic quality, creates a dimension of great importance at urban scale. In this regard, it is thought that enriching the visual characteristics of a city by strengthening points and intervals obtained through analysis of urban views is important in terms of sustaining urban identity and its quality. Therefore, the analysis of a landmark in urban view in regards to perception in motion should be approached as an important field of study. In addition, current urban
design approaches should orientate to strengthen the visual quality, the
visibility and total visual quality of an existing landmark, which is already
a component of urban space, in the daily experience of its users and citizens
at large.
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KENTLERDE NİRENGİ NOKTALARININ GÖRÜLEBİLİRLİK ANALİZİ ÜZERİNE BİR ÇALIŞMA; TRABZON HAGİA SOPHİA (AYASOFYA) ÖRNEĞİ

Nüfus artışını kaldıran bilecek fiziksel mekânlar, fiziksel altyapıları aynı hızla ve düzenle büyütebilen kentler için doğa ile bütünleşmemen kaybolduğun ve toplumsal yaşam biçimlendirmeye birlikteğinin koptuğu planlıs, kimliklisiz, estetikten uzak, yaşanabilirliği zayıf mekânlara dönüşmek, kaçınılmaz. Bu değişim kendini en çarpıcı biçimde insanların anlaşırlığı, kimlikli, okunabilir kentlerin yerine çarpık yapılamasının olduğu kalitesiz çevrelere yaşamını sürdürmek zorunda bırakmaktadır. Özellikle kentler için en önemli kimlik özelliklerinden biri olan nirengilerin çarpık kentleşme sonucu yoğun
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